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One-to-one student mentoring
For some time now I have enjoyed extending the range of my teaching by offering inperson and online mentoring, where students studying with reputable schools, eg the
UK Faculty of Astrological Studies, the Centre for Psychological Astrology
Foundation Course, or the Mercury Internet School of Psychological
Astrology( MISPA) can discuss any aspect of their studies in confidence, thereby
providing all-important personal contact as a support to on-line and/or
correspondence tuition.
Students can book monthly or bi-monthly sessions – or simply contact me on a oneoff basis, when some input is needed to help clarify whatever aspect of their course
work is causing them difficulty, or where some time and extra one to one teaching
would help to work through any problem they might have.
Rena B (Canada): ‘…Working under Anne’s excellent guidance (during 2016/7), my
astrological abilities strengthened and clarified most significantly…she has an
uncanny ability to inspire and motivate while providing guidance from her vast
reservoir of astrological knowledge…’
Fees:
In person/ On-line support per hour: UK: £50 (online banking) /£55 (PayPal).
Outside UK: $70 (PayPal). However, this is negotiable depending on the number of
students, eg two students sharing a one-hour session would each pay UK: £30 (online
banking)/£35 (PayPal). Outside UK: $45 (PayPal).
Membership of professional bodies and supervision arrangements:
I belong to the Association of Professional Astrologers International and am fully
insured. My work is supervised by a very experienced, highly trained colleague who
is both a psychodynamic therapist and a professional astrologer, teacher and writer.
/PTO

Bio: Anne Whitaker is a writer, astrologer and astrology teacher based in Glasgow,
Scotland. She also has a long background in adult education, generic and psychiatric
social work and private practice as a counsellor and therapist. Her writing appears
in many contexts including the UK’s Astrological Journal, The Mountain Astrologer,
Infinity Astrological Magazine, Dell Horoscope magazine and Astrodienst. She holds
the Diploma from the Centre for Psychological Astrology in London, UK, and
postgraduate Diplomas in Education and Social Work.
For further information, and to make initial contact…
find Anne on Facebook, Twitter @annewhitaker, at
www.astrologyquestionsandanswers.com and email: info@anne-whitaker.com
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